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Cindy Sanderson, Ph.D.

Introduction and Welcome

The description of mindfulness that follows is for anyone interested in the topic, although it’s written mainly for those of you brand new to the concept. It’s drawn from the work of Marsha Linehan, Ph.D., the psychologist who developed DBT. When you read things in quotation marks, they are her words verbatim. Dr. Linehan is among several prominent therapist-researchers who are integrating mindfulness skills with other standard ways of doing therapy. They all are working to create new and more effective ways to help people.

While Dr. Linehan’s ideas are what I’ll be discussing below, I want to acknowledge, as she would, that she has drawn on the work of many other people and reads widely on the research being conducted on mindfulness. She “practices what she preaches”, meaning, she practices mindfulness, as do I and the majority of therapists who teach DBT.

My way of teaching mindfulness is to write or talk a bit about it and then give plenty of examples. I hope you’ll find this way of teaching helpful.

A Definition of Mindfulness

Mindfulness is “awareness without judgment of what is, via direct and immediate experience”. You’re being mindful when:

- You eat dessert and notice every flavor you are tasting, instead of eating the dessert while having a conversation and looking around the room to see who you know. If you’re being mindful, you’re not thinking about “is it good or bad to have dessert?” you’re just really having dessert.

- Having gotten free of your anxiety or self-consciousness, you dance to music and experience every note, instead of wondering if you look graceful or foolish.

- Thinking about someone you love or someone you hate, you pay attention to exactly what your love or your hate feels like. You’re not caught up in justifying the love or hate to yourself; you’re just diving into the experience, with full awareness that you’re diving in.

- You walk through a park, you actually walk through the park. What does that mean? It means you let yourself “show up” in the park. You walk through the park aware of your feelings about the park, or your thoughts about the park, or how the park looks, or the sensation of each foot striking the pavement. This is different than taking a walk in the park and not “showing up” – instead, walking through the park while you are distracted by thoughts of what you’ll have for lunch, or the feelings towards a friend with whom you just argued, or worries about how you’re going to pay this month’s bills.

If you stop to think about it, you’ll realize that very few of us devote ourselves to living mindfully, meeting each moment of life as it presents itself, with full awareness, letting our judgments fall away. Instead, we do things automatically, without noticing what we’re doing. We churn out judgments about ourselves and others. We regularly do two or three or five things at once. We frequently get so caught up in our thoughts and feelings about the past or future that we’re lost in them, disconnecting from what is happening right now in front of us.
There are lots of rewards for living this way--we can get a lot done quickly, think of ourselves as efficient, and be seen by the world as productive and smart. In highly industrial or technological societies, a high value is placed on doing a lot at once. In fact, people sometimes make fun of each other by saying, “What’s wrong with you? Can’t you do two things at once?”

We also live without awareness because sometimes living with full awareness is very painful. We avoid painful thoughts, feelings, and situations when we are afraid or angry or ashamed or sad because we’re convinced that we can’t do anything to change them AND because we’re convinced we can’t stand to live with them.

For instance, have you ever avoided bringing up a problem in a relationship with someone because you’re afraid the person will get mad at you, attack you, or leave you? You keep avoiding bringing up the problem because you feel so scared. So, you get yourself off the fear “hook” temporarily by not talking it over. In the meantime, you’re ashamed of yourself for not speaking up. You get more and more annoyed with the other person. You try to ignore what he or she does that bothers you, but the problem gets worse and worse. Finally you just give up, letting the relationship end. Maybe the problem could have been solved; maybe not.

But there’s an important distinction to make between the unavoidable pain of having a problem with a person you love versus the suffering you cause yourself by letting fear control you, judging yourself for feeling afraid, assuming nothing you’d try would work instead of trying out solutions, feeling guilty about feeling anger towards someone you love, or judging the person for causing the problem.

There’s so many ways mindfulness could help with the above example, it’s hard to know where to start. Because of limited time and space, I’ll only discuss a few.

1. You could use mindfulness skills and bring your full attention to the feelings of annoyance, instead of pushing them away or trying to talk yourself out of them. Maybe you’re afraid you can’t stand to feel annoyed, but actually, watching how you feel inside, you realize, “hey, it’s just annoyance for 10 minutes and I CAN stand it”.

2. You could use mindfulness to become a great detective and notice exactly how and when you feel annoyed. Maybe it’s when he or she has had three cups of coffee before seeing you; maybe it’s when both of you are tired; and, maybe it’s when he or she’s had a bad day at work. In this way, you use awareness to get specific and clear about what contributes to the problem. The more specific you get about what goes into the problem, the better chance you have to solve it. Ask her to drink less coffee or switch to decaffeinated coffee; make plans to get together when you’re both rested; don’t meet on bad work days.

3. You could use your mindfulness skills to watch how your mind generates thoughts like “It shouldn’t be this way; why can’t we just get along! Real friends don’t have problems’. Listening in on your thoughts, you realize that your expectations don’t fit with reality, so you work on changing your expectations.

4. You could use mindfulness skills, as you talk through the problem with your friend, to bring your full and open awareness to whether or not you experience your friend listening to and understanding you or defending herself and criticizing you. If she’s really listening and caring, you might notice relief inside and decide to keep working with her on the problems in the friendship. On the other hand, if you notice that she is dismissive or non-responsive each time you talk about a problem, you might notice that you are sad and disappointed but not willing to put more energy into a friendship that makes you unhappy.

To summarize, mindfulness is awareness, without judgment, of life as it is, yourself as you
Mindfulness is a skill that can be learned like any other. There is nothing mysterious about it. It's like learning to ride a bike or cook good meals or paint with watercolors or play a musical instrument. You start with easy practice and progress to harder practice. You take classes in it from people who know more about it than you do. You make friends with other people who are interested in it so you have a built in support group to keep you going when you get discouraged. Sometimes you'll feel like you're making a lot of progress; other times you'll be discouraged. But, it is certain that if you practice, practice, practice, your skill at mindfulness will improve.

So what’s the practice? The practice of mindfulness is "the repetitive act of directing attention to only one thing in this one moment". And if you are brand new to mindfulness, you may respond with either “I can already do that” or "Why on earth would I do that?’

My reply is:

a) it's a lot harder than it sounds
b) the reason you do this kind of practice is to gain control of your attention.

I hope you’ll stop and think about the following sentence:

Whatever your attention is on, that’s what life is for you at any given moment.

**EXAMPLE:** Perhaps you’ve decided to take a break from working so you can make yourself some tea; as you stand at the stove, your mind wanders off and ruminates about a conversation you had yesterday. You don’t get a break because your mind isn’t on the tea; your mind is worrying and carrying you away.

**EXAMPLE:** Perhaps you are sitting in a session with a therapist who cares about you and has a kind expression on her face; but you’re not looking at her face...not really. Instead, you are feeling so self-conscious and ashamed that you begin to “space out”. You miss out on a moment of connection with a person who cares for you and instead have one more moment of rejecting yourself.

"The repetitive act of directing your attention to only one thing in this one moment" means training your mind to pay attention to what you choose to pay attention to instead of letting your mind hijack you. There are lots of metaphors that describe what the untrained mind is like and they provide a good contrast to the trained mind. Here are several:

- Your mind is a TV that’s always on but you can’t find the remote. The TV set gets 300 cable channels but because you don’t control the remote, your untrained mind keeps playing the same painful or scary or enraging show over and over again.
- This one’s from Zen. The untrained mind is like a new puppy. You tell your puppy to sit and stay, but your puppy immediately runs away, rummages in your closet, chews up your new shoes, goes through the garbage can, and has an accident on the carpet.
- A third metaphor comes from a Christian contemplative, Thomas Merton. He said the untrained mind is like a crow flying over a wheat field in winter. The crow spies lots of things that sparkle in the field, swoops down to pick them up, only to discover that what’s glittering in the field are old pieces of scrap metal, not something delicious to eat.
If you train your mind to pay attention, then you’ve found the remote control, trained the puppy, and become a smarter crow. To teach your mind to pay attention, you practice paying attention over and over again. Here’s an example of a typical practice. If you want to, you could take a break from reading right now and do the practice.

**TYPICAL PRACTICE**

Get in a comfortable position that won’t cause you discomfort, with your feet on the floor and your back straight but not tense. Sit very still, breathing normally, in a quiet room. Now, just watch your thoughts for a few minutes. Don’t try to force thoughts or think specific thoughts. Don’t push some thoughts away or hold on tight to others. Just watch what your mind generates. If your mind wanders away from watching your thoughts (e.g., you get stuck on one thing, like planning what you’re going to do after you read this web page) just notice that it wandered and gently bring it back to watching thoughts. If you start to judge yourself (“I’m terrible at this”), your thoughts (“That’s a stupid thing to be thinking”), or the practice (“This is a real waste of time”) just notice your judgments and go back to watching your thoughts. Practice for five minutes.

Linehan has a helpful metaphor for this type of practice: Your mind is like a boat that is tied to a chain with an anchor. Mindfulness is the anchor and chain that gently pull the boat (your attention) back each time the waves start to carry it away. Even if your mind wanders off 1,000 times, you’ve done the exercise if you gently pull your attention back to your point of focus. There’s no right or wrong to it. All that matters is paying attention to your experience while you do the exercise as well as you can. You can do this type of practice with anything you care to bring your full and undivided attention to. In doing so, you’ll learn a lot about yourself, about other people, and about any situation in which you find yourself. And, just like a muscle that gets stronger and stronger with exercise, your capacity to move your attention to what you want it to focus on will grow stronger.

This is one type of practice but there are others. In Linehan’s Skills Training Manual for Treating Borderline Personality Disorder (1993), there is a clear explanation of mindfulness, as well as lots of suggestions for practice. It’s an excellent place to learn more about the topic. Further, she has broken mindfulness into six specific skills that can be practiced by anyone to strengthen the capacity to pay attention in a way that leads to greater and greater awareness.

**The Goal of Mindfulness Practice**

In DBT, the goals of mindfulness practice are simply to practice and to experience “Wise Mind”. You’re in wise mind when your emotions and your thoughts work together so that wise action is easy, even when your life and/or circumstances are really hard. You’re in wise mind when you can meet each moment of life as it is, not as you would have it be, and respond to it skillfully. People have different names for wise mind. Some people call it the “true self”, others call it “spirit”, and others refer to it as “being centered”. The name doesn’t matter. What matters is the capacity to have it. And everyone has that capacity. Further, anyone and everyone can decide to work on making the capacity for wise mind stronger and stronger.

Notice that we’re not saying the goal of mindfulness practice is happiness or having a life free from trouble or having an experience of nonstop joy. However, people who practice mindfulness will tell you that they get better at enduring pain, better at solving problems, better at not creating misery for themselves, and better at participating fully in those moments of life that are joyful.
If You Want To Learn More About Mindfulness

Here are recommended readings and websites on mindfulness. You may want to take a look at more than one, just to get a clear sense of what is available and what would be of most interest to you.

- Link to Mindfulness Reading List
- Skills Training Manual for Treating Borderline Personality Disorder by Marsha M. Linehan, Ph.D., APBB
- Pubmed – Search engine for medical abstracts and articles. Access articles from John Kabat-Zinn, Zindel Segal, and other experts on Mindfulness Practice
- www.tricycle.com – TRICYCLE magazine had published an article, written by Dr. Linehan, on the practicing mindfulness.
- Wherever You Go, There You Are: Mindfulness Meditation in Everyday Life by Jon Kabat-Zinn
- The Miracle of Mindfulness by Thich Nhat Hanh

Mindfulness From A Spiritual Perspective:

- Contemplative Prayer by Thomas Merton, Thich Nhat Hanh (Christian)
- Delicious Laughter: Rambunctious Teaching Stories from the Mathnawi of Jelaluddin Rumi by Coleman Barks, Maulana Jalal al-Din Rumi (Islam)
- Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind by Shunryu Suzuki (Buddhist)
- Meeting God: Elements of Hindu Devotion by Steven P. Huyler, et al. (Hindu)
- Meditation and Kabbalah by Aryeh Kaplan (Judaism)

Websites:

- www.shambhala.com – publishers of books on Mindfulness Practice
- http://www.parallax.org/ - Resources for Mindful living